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Early investigations of the thermal decomposition of diazomethane (DM)sought, in analogy 

with the thermolysis of N20, to find if the ground state product (triplet methylene) is formed by 

a spin-forbidden event or by subsequent deactivation of an excited product. Setzer and 

Rabinovitch’ showed that the loss of stereochemistry when methylene from DH adds to cis-2-butene - 

derives from subsequent reaction of vibrationally excited cyciopropane. Thus, invoking Skeli’s 

hypothesis2 that singlet carbenes add to oiefins so as to retain stereochemical integrity while 

triplets do not,2b it was sho.+n that the major product trapped under these conditions of OM 

thermoiysis is, in fact, the singlet carbene.3 

In the intervening years a considerable body of experimntai and theoretical work on methy- 

lene has accumulated, which, coupled with our 

pret these early experiments. 

In 1973, Haievi and coworkers calculated 

and calculated the spin-orbit coupling of the 

We have used their results in both RRKM6 

relative rates of direct formation of singlet 

own theoretical investigations, lead us to reinter- 

a CNDO surface for the thermal dissociation of OM 

singlet-triplet crossing point.5 

and classical trajectory analyses to compare the 

and triplet methyienes7 from diaromethane and to 

analyze the existing kinetic data on its decomposition. 

Our model involves following the singlet path to the crossing point, allowing the Landau- 

Zener8rg formalism to describe passage through this region where spin is no longer a “good” 

quantum number and then continued passage along either the singlet or triplet surface until 

dissociation is achieved. This process is shown schematically in Fig. 1. 

The RRKM-calculated rates are perhaps more directly comparable with experiment. Table 1 

indicates the frequencies used for the ground state diaromethane, and the critical configurations 

(assumed equal for singlet and triplet). The triplet reaction was retarded with the addition of 

Landau-Zener transmission coefficient of 5~ i/500, corresponding to a spin-orbit coupling of 

I2 cm -1.5 

The resulting ratio is 

kT 
,012.2 

r (RRKM) = - + exp(AE /RT) 
S 

,o15.0 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a slice 

through the diromethans energy hypersurface. 

DIAZOMETHANE CR&SPJ; METHYLENE 

CN LENGTH- 

Table I. Vibrational frequencies used in RRKM 

calculations of diazomethane decomposition. 

Vibration 

CH asym str 

CH sym str 

N=N str 

HCH scissor 

CN str 

HCH wag 

HCH rock 

CNN in plane 

CNN out plane 

aReference IO. 

b 
Our estimate. 

Ground Critical 
statea config.b 

3184 3184 

3077 3077 

2101 2101 

1414 1000 

II70 reactive 

II09 600 

564 300 

421 I00 

406 100 

where BE + is stabilization of the triplet relative to the singlet when each is at its critical 

configuration. The values 15.0 and 12.2 are the RRKM estimates of the logarithms of the singlet 

and triplet reaction preexponentials, respectively. 

If, as Halevl’s calculations shcw,5 the singlet-triplet crossing occurs before the critical 

configurations are reached, then the methylene splitting, 6, will be reflected in the AE + term. 

Equation (I) predicts increased direct formation of triplet methylene as 6 is increased. Even if 

AE + is as low as 6kcal/mol (vide infra), -- some 20% of the methylenes should be born as triplets. 

Nonetheless, they apparently escaped detection. 

If we choose6 as 5-lOkcal/mol using Staemmler’sll impressive calculation, and follow an 

argument similar to that of Frey,12 the experimental absence of substantial amounts of triplet 

trapping is perhaps explicable, even if AE + is in the 6-lOkcal/mol range. 

At the temperatures used by Setser and Rabinovitch (500-700°K), a lOkcaI/mol splitting, 6, 

is not enough to prevent the activation of triplet methylene to singlet. Since the qeometric 

reorganization required for this interconversion is simply an H-C-H angle deformation (from 135’ 

to lO5O), the frequency factor for, th is “uph i I I” (and normally ignored process13 can reasonably 
13 be estimated at IO . This leads to a rate of activation of 

kT+S 
= ~10’~ exp(-lOOOO/RT) (2) 

where p is the transmission coefficient for the spin-inversion , which can be estimated from know- 

ledge of the spin-orbit coupling’ as 5 x 10 -3- by using the Landau-Zener re1ationship.s 

At 600°K, equation (2) yields a rate of IO7 set 
-I 

for triplet methylene going to singlet. 

While singlet methylene adds to cis-2-butene only about ten-fold slower than the collisional - 

rate,14 Gaspar and Hammond, using data from Rowland and coworkers,15 argue that triplet methylene 

may react on less than IO 
-4 

of its collisions. 14c At the pressures and temperatures used in the 

experimental study,’ the rate of triplet trapping would then be less than IO6 set -116 - slower 
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